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A New Approach to Fine-Tuning?
current approaches:

• Hierarchy Problem 
lack new physics at weak scale (LHC, direct detection, EDMs,…) 

• CC Problem 
probed meV scale a long time ago 

• Strong CP Problem 
axion as instructive example?

Anthropics/Multiverse 

Dynamics (SUSY, compositeness, …)

• currently lacks mathematical rigor



Dynamical Relaxation

make fundamental constant dynamical 

accept large (initial) value, drive parameter small naturally 

replaces symmetry with dynamics in time



Dynamical Relaxation

• shares some elements of axion solution to strong CP (dynamical EDM) 

• we present solution to hierarchy problem 

• CC?? Abbott (1985)

make fundamental constant dynamical 

accept large (initial) value, drive parameter small naturally 

replaces symmetry with dynamics in time
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Dynamics

• new physics at weak scale, cuts off loops 

• theory natural above weak scale

Anthropics/Multiverse

• theory is tuned



Hierarchy Problem

Dynamics

• new physics at weak scale, cuts off loops 

• theory natural above weak scale

Anthropics/Multiverse

• theory is tuned

New class of solutions to hierarchy problem

• theory natural 

• minimal model has no new physics at weak scale 

• colliders may see new particles, but Higgs looks tuned



Caveats

• judge models by how much raise cutoff 

• goal: technically natural 

• requires large (above cutoff) field excursions

µ ⇠ 3⇥ 104 GeV ! 108 GeV



Minimal Model

particle content below cutoff: SM + QCD axion + inflaton

changes to axion: 

• softly-broken shift symmetry (via coupling to Higgs) 

• large (non-compact) field range Fuente, Saraswat, Sundrum (2014) 
Silverstein, Westphal (2008)



Minimal Model

particle content below cutoff: SM + QCD axion + inflaton

changes to axion: 

• softly-broken shift symmetry (via coupling to Higgs) 

• large (non-compact) field range

V 3 (�µ2 + g�)|h|2 + g2�2 +
�

f
G̃µ⌫Gµ⌫

is small, dimensionful parameter ➜ helps set weak scale 
technically natural since spurion

g

this + inflaton solves hierarchy problem

Fuente, Saraswat, Sundrum (2014) 
Silverstein, Westphal (2008)
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zero is special by dynamics: Higgs gets a VEV

Mechanism

What does this model do?

during inflation     slow-rolls: scans Higgs mass�

V 3 (�µ2 + g�)|h|2 + g2�2 +
�

f
G̃µ⌫Gµ⌫

axion potential barriers grow: stops evolution

call φ the “relaxion”



Axion Potential
V 3 (�µ2
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4
cos(�/f)

Axion mass → 0 as quark masses → 0
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Axion Potential
V 3 (�µ2

+ g�)|h|2 + g2�2
+ ⇤

4
cos(�/f)

Axion mass → 0 as quark masses → 0
depends (linearly) on Higgs VEV
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Requirements

�� ⇠ µ2/gfield range:

V 3 (�µ2
+ g�)|h|2 + g2�2

+ ⇤

4
cos(�/f)

# e-folds required: N & H2
i

g2

Hi >
µ2

Mpl

Hi < (gµ2)
1
3

gµ2f ⇠ ⇤4

inflaton dominates:

classical beats quantum:

barriers form:

interestingly, there is parameter space that works!



Strong CP Problem
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axion is oscillations around minima

slope shifts minima ➜ strong CP problem!



QCD Axion

Two solutions: 
1. decrease slope dynamically after inflation: e.g. g2 ! k�2�2

� is inflaton

V 3 (�µ2
+ g�)|h|2 + g2�2

+ ⇤

4
cos(�/f)



QCD Axion

Two solutions: 
1. decrease slope dynamically after inflation: e.g. g2 ! k�2�2

� is inflaton

V 3 (�µ2
+ g�)|h|2 + g2�2

+ ⇤

4
cos(�/f)

µ <

 
⇤4M3

pl

f

! 1
6

✓
1
4 ⇠ 3⇥ 104 GeV⇥

✓
109 GeV

f

◆ 1
6
✓

✓

10�10

◆ 1
4

result:

solves hierarchy, strong CP, and can give DM

(or ~ 106 GeV if loosen eternal inflation constraint)



Non-QCD Axion

add new weak scale fermions charged under new strong group

2. non-QCD axion: same constraints, now Λ up to ~ 100 GeV

V 3 (�µ2
+ g�)|h|2 + g2�2

+ ⇤

4
cos(�/f)

µ <

 
⇤4M3

pl

f

! 1
6

⇠ 108 GeV⇥
✓

⇤

10GeV

◆ 2
3
✓
109GeV

f

◆ 1
6

L � mLLL
c +mNNN c + yhLN c + ỹh†LcN

rich phenomenology of new bound states



Relaxion Baryogenesis?

during electroweak phase transition, axion couples to baryon number current

sphalerons violate B, axion violates CP

Servant (2014), …

Can the axion cause baryogenesis?

(in progress with T. Wiser and K.V. Tilburg)
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➔ non-zero chemical potential for B

➔ Baryon number generated in equilibrium (spontaneous baryogenesis)
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Relaxion Baryogenesis?

during electroweak phase transition, axion couples to baryon number current

sphalerons violate B, axion violates CP

Servant (2014), …

Can the axion cause baryogenesis?

breaking of shift symmetry ➔ relaxion is rolling 
➔ non-zero chemical potential for B

➔ Baryon number generated in equilibrium (spontaneous baryogenesis)

requires some model-building for large enough B

goal: single field does hierarchy, strong CP, baryogenesis, and DM

(in progress with T. Wiser and K.V. Tilburg)



Heavy Particle vs. Light Field Dark Matter
SUSY, etc. predicts WIMP

dynamical relaxation predicts “other kind” of DM

DM mass:
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Heavy Particle vs. Light Field Dark Matter

➔ high phase space density if m � 0.01 eV�DM � 0.3
GeV
cm3

� (0.04 eV)4

SUSY, etc. predicts WIMP

dynamical relaxation predicts “other kind” of DM

particle-like (e.g. WIMP) 
particle detectors best

field-like (e.g. axion) 
new detectors required

DM mass:
1 eV 100GeV10-22 eV



Light Field Dark Matter

II. THEORETICAL LANDSCAPE

Light bosons are a well-motivated and under-explored class of dark matter candidates.

While the allowed mass range is vast, the types of fields and natural couplings are limited.

The leading interactions are shown in Table II. We focus on these operators as operators of

higher dimension with linear couplings will have a lesser impact and will generate these lower

dimension operators via loops. In addition, we ignore operators with quadratic couplings

(such as ,�2h†h), as their impact will be significantly smaller. Finally, we do not focus on

massive higher-spin bosons due to their limited range of valid e↵ective field theory (for spin

2, see for example [? ]), though such a study could be interesting.

Spin Type Operator Interaction E↵ect(s)

0 scalar �h†h Higgs portal new force, me, mp oscillation

pseudo-scalar aGµ⌫G̃µ⌫ axion-QCD oscillating nucleon EDM

aFµ⌫F̃µ⌫ axion-E&M axion-photon mixing

(@µa) ̄�µ�5 axion-fermion axion wind?

1 vector  ̄�µA0
µ minimally coupled new force

Fµ⌫F 0
µ⌫ vector-photon mixing xx

 ̄�µ⌫ F 0
µ⌫ dipole operator xx

TABLE I: These are the leading couplings of new light bosons, �, a, and A0
µ to standard model

Higgs, gluons, photons, and fermions (h, Gµ⌫ , Fµ⌫ , and  respectively).

Interestingly there are not too many possibilities for this light bosonic field dark matter

and it appears possible to design direct detection experiments to cover them all. The state

of light bosonic dark matter in the galaxy is well described as a random classical field that

oscillates at a frequency equal to the mass m of the dark matter. The temporal coherence of

these oscillations is at least as large as 106/m. As a result of these oscillations, the operators

in Table II that couple the dark matter to the standard model become time dependent,

oscillating with the same frequency and phase as the dark matter field, leading to time

dependent signals. Experimental approaches to search for the time dependent e↵ects of axion

dark matter through its couplings to gluons, photons, and fermions (SPECIFY?), are being

actively pursued – see (REFERENCES). More recently, some of us have proposed searches

4

DM mass:
1 eV 100GeV10-22 eV

Effective field theory predicts only a few DM candidates
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DM is an (EP violating) force field 
Use torsion pendulums, atom interferometry, others? 

(in progress with EOT-Wash and Kasevich/Hogan groups)



Cosmic Axion Spin Precession Experiment (CASPEr)

Boston University 
Alexander Sushkov 

Cal State 
Derek J. Kimball 

JGU Mainz 
Dmitry Budker 
Peter Blümler 
Arne Wickenbrock

Construction beginning at Mainz and BU 

target ~ 3 years for initial phases of CASPEr-Wind and CASPEr-Electric

Helmholtz Institute Mainz 
John Blanchard 
Nathan Leefer 

Stanford 
Peter W. Graham 

UC Berkeley 
Dmitry Budker 
Surjeet Rajendran

oscillation frequencies, which are proportional to the axion mass.  

The first-generation CASPEr-Electric ex-
periment will employ well-established ex-
perimental techniques and will serve as a 
guide for our research program to develop 
new techniques for the second-generation 
experiment. The first-generation experiment 
will use a 1 cm3 PbTiO3 sample under 
cryogenic conditions (temperature on the 
order of 1 K). Nuclear spin polarization will 
be accomplished via thermal polarization at 
high magnetic field (20 T). Under these 
conditions, the nuclear spin polarization is 
approximately a part in one thousand 
(yielding roughly 1019 polarized spins) and 
the spin polarization will persist for more 
than 1000 s [21]. If Bext is tuned to reso-
nance with the axion oscillation frequency, 
the interaction of the axion-induced oscil-
lating EDM with the internal electric field 
of the ferroelectric crystal will cause an 
oscillating magnetization to build up in the 
sample that can be measured with a pick-up 

coil. The amplitude of the oscillating magnetization will increase for a period of time determined 
by the coherence time of the axion-EDM interaction. In the case of PbTiO3, this coherence time is 
limited by the spin-coherence time of the sample, which is on the order of 1 ms [21]. 

 
These parameters determine the experimental procedure for scanning Bext. The scan starts at 20 T, 
where the sample is thermally polarized, and then the field is ramped down to near zero in steps of 
10 µT. At each value of Bext, data is acquired for 1 ms, which means that the complete scan takes a 
time of 100 s. The scan covers axion masses from a millionth of an eV to 100 trillionth of an eV 
(eight orders of magnitude), corresponding to frequencies from about 100 MHz to 1 kHz. A slower 
scan speed can be used if necessary, which simply integrates the signal for a longer period of time 
at each point, with the only limitation being the decrease in sample polarization at lower magnetic 
fields after 1000 s.  

In principle, with this setup, after only one hour of data collection, CASPEr-Electric will be sensi-
tive to general axions with spin couplings up to a 100 billion times weaker than presently con-
strained by astrophysical observations (see Figure 2). 

The ability to carry out a full scan in a relatively brief period of time is extremely advantageous for 
the study of noise and systematic errors, particularly those appearing at particular frequencies. In 
particular, we will be able to study vibrational noise, the effect of magnetic field gradients, thermal 
drifts, and the effect of non-adiabatic changes in Bext during the scan. 
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Figure 6: CASPEr Electric Setup
CASPEr-Electric

Axion dark matter induces oscillating EDM, detectable with NMR 

Complementary reach to existing axion experiments

PRX 4 (2014) arXiv: 1306.6089

Targeted Grants in Mathematics and Physical Sciences

Request for Applications
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signed submitted by the PI designated as the main PI and his/her institution.
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 Research plan (two-page limit, plus up to one page for references and $gures): 

Signed by the main PI on letterhead, which includes a brief summary of the 
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Full Proposal:

A review of the LOI may lead to a request for a full proposal. Full proposals must be 



Observables
• axion (or axion-like) physics set by f 

• changed predictions for axion DM 

• preference for large nucleon EDM in QCD axion case 

• low inflationary Hubble scale (falsifiable) 

• either new particles at weak scale (charged under new strong group) or 
next collider-accessible cutoff ~ 30 TeV                                                
either case theory looks tuned 

• axion DM fluctuates Higgs VEV ➜ oscillates all scales (electron mass…) 
potentially observable (at low cutoff), would be true proof of mechanism



Future Work
• more dynamical relaxation models, raise cutoff? 

• UV completion (axion monodromy) 

• DM models 

• rich phenomenology of non-QCD model 

• models of inflation that fit with our model 

• our model gives a new, natural hybrid inflation model 

• CC??


